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Facilitating Personal Growth in Marriage

Via Psychodramatic Methods

Robert G. Warehime

Bowling Green atate Dni3jersity _ _

Although psych ama was developed as a distinct school of

therapy by Moreno and his followers (Corsini, 1966; Moreno, 1971),

these techniques have been assimilated by vari us modern approaches

to psychotherapy. In behavior. therapy, for example, role-playing

is used for behavior rehearsal and assertiveness training (Lazarus,

1971). In Gestalt therapy, psychodramatic procedures are used

for "Gestalt experiments" such as those having to do with com-

pletion of self-expression (thinking being regarded as incomplete

action) and for facilitating identification with disowned aspects

of the person to increase awareness and responsibility (Naranjo,

1973).

In the approach being presented in this paper, psychodramatic

procedures are used for training in.methods for handlin marital
4

conflict. In this approach, persons are taught how to directly

confront and actively deal with marital conflict situations.

Let me first'make some theoretical assertions before descri-

bing the therapeutic procedures involved.

Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Psychoio-

gical Association, Chicago, September, 1975.
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Underlying Rationale--
. _

Each partner to a growing, constructive marital relationshipt_

must find-Ways to get his own needs met but also must respond to

the needs ofhis partner if the relationship is to be additive

rather than subtractive. In other words, the marital relation-

shi is regarded as a source of additional satisfaction to each

partner when each actively gives to and takes from this relation-

ship. the relationship subtrac s from the satisfaction- of the

partners when this is not6the case.

Inevitably,' conflicts arise and the course of the relation-

ship depends greatly4on the way these conflicts are handled.

Awareness of these conflict's can be exciting for marital partners

having adequate means for actively dealing with such conflicts
s rfa way that-strengthens their relationship.' If the marital

paAners have inadequate ways for handling such conflicts so that

the presence of Conflict leads to deterioration of'the relation-

ship, then awareness of the presence, of conflict can be anxiety-
-

arousing.

Avoidance tactics are often used to handle a:tuations where

there is discomfort ad where ad.quate methods for handling the

situation are lacking. In the marital situation, such tactics
0

include ignoring the presence of conflict; distorting the cdn-

flict, defusing conflict before it can arise, etc. The use .

of such tactics preserves surface tranquility but at.the ame



creagacl.imate o unrea^ 1 y

or
. ;

po en is o t e mar-

riage relationsfiip for excitement and satisfac ion is diminished

Partners orsuch-aLrelationslap oftexl fee-1 vaguely bored and

dissatisfied. They recognize that something is wrong with their

relationship but cannot,seem to identify what is "missing."

Another means whereby inadequate marital partners deal with

Marital conflict. is by, in some way, diminishing or eliminatin

, the other partner via direct and/or indirect assaults. This

"nagging destructiveness" is often of target in the sense that

the attacks are focused upon the person of the opponent rather

than, upon specific objectionable behaviors. Catharsis of anger

without mutual, attempts to come to grips with specific concrete

issues leads to stalemated mutual warfare carried on openly or

covertly (via passive-aggressive tactics).

The approach being taught here is that of active copfronta-
,

tion 'of conflict in the present by bOth participdnts while main-

taining the relationship (contact). The quality of the relation-.

ship at the termination of,conflict epiSodeS is the criterion

for assessing the success of conflict resolution tactics. If the

/
marital partners have achieved more intimacy as 'well as getting

some;of their/needs met, then the outcome is regarded as happy

as far as the growth of the relationship" is concerned. If the

marital partners have less intimacy_ at conflict termination, even

though they may obtAin concessions fr m each other, this outcome

4
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is Tegare as less satisfactory for t e relationshIpt,

The present approach to marital conflict, it seems to me,

offers the marital Partiters opportunities to. experience what anpa

how.they contribute to their relationship as well as what they

m this relationship. It
,

allows each marriage partner to

e erience himself as impactful and assertive in both giving to

and taking frdm his 'artier. It permits him to see himself as a

potent contributor to a relationship that he is in the continuous

process of creating or destroying.

In a ,creative marital relationship, then, the partners

constantly work on what they will have together, the "we"V the

relationship. Integration is the goal, of this.work, not winning

and losing points. Active conffontation of differences while

maintai.Q.ing contact leading to creative integrations defines a

growing- marital relationhip. The avoidance of conflict by

destiuctiveness or evasion lea03 to alienation and deterioration

of the marital relattionship.-

Therapeutic Techniques

First; I will describe the psychodramatic methoda employed,

and then I will describe the methods of conflict resolution taught

-through these' psychodramatic procedures.
.......

Psychodramatic Methods. I prefer-an experience-based approach

)1

..
.

in which participants can bec9me activel and holistically involved.

lc

,

Fo these purposes, I'find the paychodramatic methods tQ be



ve,

especia use

A

n addition, psychodramatid methods are very flexible.

The f61-1-oiWin;j-four variations are offered to illustrate the

possibilities:

1. Therapy participants can be asked to relive a stressful ,

conflict: The interaction can then be examined by therapist,

protagonists, and audience, and alternative ways of interacting
4

can be suggested and experimented with in replays of the same

conflict situation. For example, a couple may bicker about an

event that occurred several months previously and they seem to

be stuck in endlessly nagging each other about this event. The'se

persons may be asked to relive the conflict situation in the

present. Other modes of interaction may be suggested by thera-

pist and audience and the protagonists may experiment with some

of these suggestions by replaying thig conflict.

2. Marriage partners can be asked to enact their fantasies

regarding the nature of,their relationship. This gives each

partner a feel for where his mate is coming from. ...This can lead

into reality testing if'there is distortion or to change in the

relationship if these fantasies are more or less valid. For ex-

ample, one participant was asked to enact her fantasies regarding

her husband's dominance over her. As the drama unfolded, it

became clear to the therapist and audience, and finally to the

' participants, that the wife was not as completely powerless as

8
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4-initially deser ibed, herself but t t.'t51-rbitleratre-

. ve-aggres_

about learning more direct -m4ans -tor dealing with her husband.
4 ,

/-7-717
3. Marital partners can be asked to enact their fant4sies

regarding alternative courses of actio. -Vas provides-oppor-
.

tunities for experimentation with these alternative action pattern&

and assess their pbssible consequences. Thtis, for example, one

couple was asked to enact a fantasied encounter which Ight occur

after a separation that both feared but desired.

4. The therapist can employ already constructed roleplay

situations into which he can "plug" Participants. This variation
. ,

, .
,

.

is particularly useful in training gm-blips with time limitations-

that preclude the more natural, emergence, of rridikit-A. problems.

Such a procedure can also be 'used with a very up-tight group tot

illustrate the effects of, various expectations and styles of

coping. Such ready -made cdnflict situations can alSo*be used to

break a'group in, after which the' roleplay can emerge` more natu-
'

rallyfromtheproblemsbeingpresented by group members. In each

'such rolepla ,situation,
the therapist gives instructions to each-

protagonist while the others asp out of earshot. These instruc-

tions have to do with giving the protagonists past experiences

and expectations based ul5on these experiences. After the instruc-

tions, the protagoniSts are called together and the therapist

plunges them into a conflict Situation. The therapist and

a-

rp,



.-----,audience.-_observe- until- -the aet-ion-reachel3-slame-eept-epf-eempi-e-t-
.

Aft r\ --the-Lprotegerrists
0,

In allof these variations of psychodrama, it is assumed,

that the protagonists (by immediate experience.) and audience (by

identiftlation) are learning general modes of conflict resolution

that they may apply to their ongoing extratherapy marital rela-
,

tionships.
,

--- These variation$ differ from the traditional psychodKama ''
.

.

,f Meth.fos developed by.Morena (1971), in :which the focus was upoh
.. N ) c

,
.411ke. , ,

, . theprotagonist and internal dynaMics. The present app4oach
, . .,,,,/

in no way excludes individual dynamics btit ties. these into ,the

.. .

interpersonal context of the 'marital4elationship. .Sinee the.
/

, 4: . a

husband, and wife .are regarded, as the core of the marital rela- '-'4

tionship, most of the methods used A.
in-this approach,incorporat4

, -
two Prot agonists with supp4ting figures when nedessary.:' The ..aim

A

-is to have both husband'and wife identify their needs, feelings,

and expectatioVs and fully express these'teir partner. When

full expressiont..is achieved, then areas of,agr4eement and differ-
.

endes can be' clearly identified. When differences are conaic-

ful in that the methods for achieving satisfaction used by one

person interfere with the.satisfactions of theother, then this

can be worked on. In summary, the th&rapist,facilitates the
.

marital par ners' recognition of their needs, ,feelings, expectations,
.
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etc. and full self-expression so that each partner knows the inner -

help each partner to find ways to get his needs met without

interfering with the satisfactions of the other, and find says

to get the couple to satisfy each otherp' needs, or.whafever.

Guidelines for conflict resolution: In observing the action

as it Unfolds, the therapist, the psychodrama protagonists, and

the remaining group members (audience) have at their dispo4a1 a

set-of more or less explicit guidelines for assessing the effec-

,tiveness of the protagonists in relating to each other. These,

guidelines were derived froWthe writings of Bach (Bachr& Goldberg, *

1974; `Bach & Hayden, 1968), and Gordon (1968) .

4In assessing the outcome of conflict, what is important is

not winning or losing (a la the Western,"showdown") but the quality
_

di the relationship at the termination of the conflict. .These

thgrefore, are oriented toward helping marital partners

win more intimacy rather than winning points.

The tactics used by marital partners are a crucial determi-

nant of constructive outcomes. The struggle to win solely for

oneself ends in the defeat of the relationship -- both lose. On

the other hand, giving in to the partner makes for dissatisfac-

tion for the one who gives in and'also cripples the relationship

in the,long run -7 both lose. The general purpose of these

guidelines, then, is to spell out behaviors whereby both can. win

0 4
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- so-Lhat the- ---et-teng-t-hened -werrkeneci;--a-sther--7

as follows':

in 't-heit present-stage-of formulaLion, 'are-

1. Assumptions. Protagonists are led to see how their

assumptions about the motivations of another person affe their.

behavior toward that person. Guessing about. the intefnal "rea-

sons" or "causes" for the other's' actions is discou'Aged. The

"psychoanalyzing game" engaged in by psychologically sophisticated

persons is discouraged. All labeling, sw4pin general.izatj,ons,,

telling another whether his views are real or important, telling

another what he should do, feel, or thinlc,is discouraged., Reality

testing of assumptions in a nonintrilsive fashion is encouraged.'

A marital. relationship becomes more real, exciting, and satisfying
4

when partners are able and willing to check out what the other

partner is' thinking and-feeling and what he will. accept and reject.

.2. .Dealingyith the past. Where marital partnbrs axe in

their relationship is to some-extent'a result of thg,it past inter-

actions with each other. Recognizing that emotional reactions,
6

4 .

behavior', and expectations are affected by learning, is different

from blaming or holding the other responsible for the ongoing

difficulties in the relationship. The "blaming game" and the

"guilt arousal game" are dead-end games if improvement of the

relationip is wanted. These games alienate marital paXtners



and
tion. Thee past Cannot be changed.

burreirE Situa=

0 "' ealt

--/Witt-..-Yet-maVy-rouples-perstst.in- digging about PT-the-vast.

looking for errors, gripes, etc, Persons who have failed to deal

adequately with each other often blame the other party for the

, failure of the relationship in order to reduce their own feelings

pfinadequcy. Holding the other rlpable takes attention away.

from oneself. One does not then truly assess what h&has done and

is doing himself to make the relationship what it is nor does he

have'corrEact with his own resources for making thi is better for

himself. So playing the-"blaming game" is discour ged while

Igetting, marital partners. irk touch `with their' impa t upon each

other "in the present is ehcouraged. ,

3. Self'- expression. As a necessary preco dition for Marital

satisfaction, partners must be able to openly xpress their psycho-

logical,states, their.wants, interests, dema ds, etc. If self-

expression is insufficien

the first therapeutic ste

h either side o, the relationship,

is to workon uller

being

gs leads

Being intolerant of one's own feelings

one's partner for expressing his ;eeli

self-expression:

punitive toward

to inadequate
4

contact in the relationship. For ex ple, there'is the marital

partner who tries to make his,mate .eel guilty far his Or her

"childish emotionality.", Avoidan e of self-expression as dis-.

couraged while self-disclosure of ongoing ,feelings, needs,

1

r-

4t

4
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ex ectationsl etc. 'is encoura e .

4. One issue-at a time. The task_o4,the rota is is

to remain with the sue- under contideration'L_ Attem
.

away Erom,dealing with'the issue (such at bring up ether issues,

bringing up)the past, the use of passive-aggressive:tactics( etc.4

should 'be observed and commented upon. Open confrontation re-
.

garding the issue at hand is encouraged. In practice, this means

that,the issue must be specific and only reasonable specific
. .

behavioral changes should be requested. The technique of Ipra-

phrasing is.often udeful here because it fosters checking out of,

whther or not the protagonists have heard the messages being

%sent about the issue at hand.

5'. $alance. Each marital pilrtner must have the opportunity
N

to make his side of the issue fully known: .The views of each.

artner must be accepted as real, and valid by the other partner.Rx
sThi is the way he sees things and the other must come to terms

,

with this .in some way. In addition, in working throUgh a.conflict

issue, every demand should be balanced by a counterdem'and, every

Concession by a counterconcession. A demand should be clearly,

understdod and responded to before a counterdeman'd is made.
a

In my practice, I have,found that following these rules

facilitates positive outcomes 'in, the psydhodramatic sessions.

alf

Y

Protagonists maintain Contact (relationship),while working actively

at the ongoing conflict in the present and'end up having won

61*
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together closer relaticrnship. As psychodrama participants

experience these behaviors working for them, they assimilate some

of these behaviors into their everyday encounters with each other.

Thus, learning how to deal with marital conflict in. the psycho-

dramatic situation can transfer to the extratherapy relatio3"ifillr,

hopefully leading to a more effective and satisfying marital

relationship.'
I

1 3
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